Nathan Vapor Cloud 11L

Name:

Nathan Vapor Cloud 11L

Merchant:

Zappos

Price:

$200.00 * Price maybe updated . ! . Please click image to see it . ! . *

Category:

Daily Men Bags Reviews

Coupon Code:

YU8KhA2m * Coupon code maybe will update 3 days 1 time . ! . *

Released on:

February 24, 2021, 2:58 pm

Keep hydrated for miles to come with the Vapor Cloud 11L from Nathan&reg;. Dual stabilization system compresses bladder and
load. Load lifter system keeps bag contents up and close to the body. Insulated bladder pocket to block transfer of body heat to
liquid contents to keep your water fresh and cool. Multiple zippered compartments and stretch mesh stash pockets for organization
and increased capacity. Side stretch mesh zip pockets hold up to .75 L. Hidden internal back pocket for optional ice pack. Wall mesh
shoulder straps are high breathable for long lasting comfort. 3D cooling Channel for maximum breathability and comfort. Two front
bottle pockets are compatible with 22 oz/650 mL Tru-Flex bottles. One front pocket for music or phone device. Stash pocket over left
front pocket fits several gels or energy bars. Pill pocket. Rear external shock cord for increased capacity. Trekking pole clips for
quick stashing or grabbing. Reflective trim throughout pack for added visibility in low light. Removable safety whistle. Storage
Capacity: 671 in&#179;/ 11 L. Fit for men. Size:
S/M - 33" to 39" to chest.
L/XL - 37" to 44" to chest. Imported. This product may have a manufacturer&#039;s warranty. Please visit the manufacturer&#039;s
website or contact us at for full manufacturer warranty details.
If you really love this product. Please click top image to go to product page and click add to bag to order it . ! .Have a greatest for
shopping today . ! .
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